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1. INTRODUCTION A N D STATEMENTS OP T H E RESULTS

Let M be a compact hypenurface immened in JR", and let X and £ be its mean
curvature function and scalar curvature respectivley. A classical global problem concerning
these two geometrical quantities can be formulated as follows:

Au%mt that either X or L it constant. It it tne, eventually wider tome addi-

tional assumptions, that M it a sphere?

A celebrated result of Aleksandrov [Al], states that assuming the immersion to
be an embedding, the constancy of H implies M to be spherical. On the other hand Hsiang,
Teng and Yu, |H-T-Y], have proven, exibiting a special class of hypersurfaces of JR2", that
this latter condition alone is in general not sufficient to achieve the conclusion. The case
of an immened surface of JR3 was firstly considered by Hopf |H], who positively answered
the question assuming M to be topologically a 2-ephere, but Wente [W], has shown that
the conclusion is false for surfaces of higher genus.

For the scalar curvature the problem has been considered by a number of au-
thors, notably by Cheng and Yau [C-Y], and recently Roe [RA] has obtained the following
remarkable characterisation:

The sphere it the only compact hypertvrface vith constant scalar curvature em-
bedded in Euclidean space.

Ros' proof rests on a modification of an argument, due to Reiily, for proving
Aleksandrov theorem [RR2], In particular this technique is based on some integral formulas
for submanifoids of JR".

In this paper we give a generalisation of Aleksandrov and Ros results when the
ambient space is an appropriate Riemannian manifold [If, h). Towards this end let V be
an open set in N. In |R-Sj Rigoli and Salavessa introduced the following:

Definition A vector field X onU it said to te almost conformal if there exist smooth
Junctions a,fi : U -» JR «ieA that the Lie derivative Lxh, of the metric h with respect to
X, satisfies

9ft (1.1)

X it said to be positive in cote a > 0.

For instance on V a conformal vector field X is almost conform al, and any homo-
thetic vector field for which Lxh'a positive definite is positively almost conformal. Thus
on Rn with its canonical metric, that from now on will be indicated with <, >, the position
vector field X satisfies L^ <, > = 2 <, >.

A useful procedure to construct almost conformal vector fields if obtained by
observing that given any real function p : U —> JR the gradient vector field X satisfies



(l.i) if and only if

ah

As a consequence, indicating with f> the distance function from a point p in the complete
manifold (iV, k), the vector field X = p-§^ is positively almost conformal on any regular
hall U = BR(P) centered at p. This follows immediately from [H-K-W] as reported in
[R-S], Indeed if k = max{0, sup K}, K the sectional curvature* of JV and K > w, w < 0

on BR(P) we have

with ok{() = tv'Xcot(Vfce) for 0 < t < w/y/k, aK{t) = t^/^ coth ( y ^ t ) for 0 < ( < oo.
By the Cartan-Hadamard theorem this is particularly significant if JV u simply connected
and with non positive sectional curvatures, since in this case any geodesic ball a regular.

The class of almost conformal vector fields is therefore large enough to justify
their use and in [R-S] they revealed themselves an appropriate tool in determining, for
instance, necessary and sufficient conditions for a given immersion / : (M, g) —• (N,h) to
be an uometry. In the present paper they wilt be used to derice integral formulas fitting
our purposes.

The following results are typical examples of those that we obtain with this tech-

nique.

Theorem 1 Let f : (B, g) —» U C (JV, h) be an iiometrie immersion of a compact
manifold B with boundary M into an open let V C N supporting a positive conformal
vector field. Assume that N it Einstein with non-negative scalar curvature and let dim B =
dim TV. If f\n : M — N hat constant mean curvature, then M vith its induced metric, it
itometric to a standard sphere.

Observe that this theorem generalises Aleksandrov's result. Indeed it reduces,
in case (N, h) = {Si",<,>}, to a stranger version due to Aleksandrov himself [A2], This
follows by choosing U and the conformal vector field to be Rn together with the position
vector.

Theorem 2 Let f : {B,g) -t U C (N,b) be an itometric immcrtion of a compact
manifold B with boundary M into an Einttein manifold vith scalar curvature R. Let X
be a positive almott conformal vector field on V, dim B = dim JV = n > 3. Assume that
the scalar curvature, L, of the boundary M, it a constant tatufying:

(P) > 0

/ / ttthtr N u Ricci fiat or R > 0 and X it conformal, then f\u : M -* If ii totally
umbilical.
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Observe that in case (AT, h) = (Mn,<, >), condition (P) is vacuous since there
must exist on M at least one elliptic point for which L > 0. Furthermore the conclusion of
the theorem can be in fact improved to show that M is isometric to the standard sphere
and we can therefore consider this result a generalisation of Ros.

Given the almost conformal vector field X on U we let

: inf a. sup 0

for / : B —* U c (N, b) and given the compact manifold B with boundary M we let
C(B, M) to denote the relative Croke uoperimetrk constant [C|.

Finally we indicate with « m the volume of the canonical m-sphere in Rm+1. The
following can be thought u another kind of generalisation of Roe' result.

Theorem 3 Let f ; (B, g) —f U C (If, A) be an isometric immersion of a compact
manifold B with boundary hi into an Einstein manifold vith non-negative scalar curvature
R. Let X be a positive almott conformal vector field on U and dim B = dim N = n. Assume
that M with the induced metric it Eintttin with scalar curvature £ tatiifying (P). Then

and if equality holds M it conformallt difftomorphic to a standard tphere.

Notice that if B U embedded in Mt", then C(B,
follows from Reid uoperimetric inequality, [RJ.

immediately

To achieve the conclusions of the above theorem we make essential use of the
•olution of the Yamabe problem due to Aubia [A] and Schoen [SJ together with a result of
Obata Mterting the uniqueness, unless (M, g) if isometric to a standard sphere, of a metric
with constant scalar curvature in a conformal class admitting an Einstein representative,
on a compact manifold (02).

In what follows the manifold B and Us boundary M will always be tacitely
assumed to be connected, orientable and oriented to our convenience.

2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS

Let / : (B, g) ~* U C {If, A) be an isometric immersion, X a vector field on
U, indicate with g the induced metric on the boundary U of B and indicate with {Xi}
i = 1 , . . . m = dim B a local orthonormal frame on the manifold B. Let X/ ~ X a f



and H the mean curvature of the immersion. Then an elementary computation gives the
following formula which will be basic in what follows.

, Xf) :<),#(*)) (2.i)
i "

where W it the vector field on B defined by ;(W, Y) = M'v'OO. * / ) '«" **ch vector field
V o n B .

The following Uoperimetric inequality, interesting in its own right, will be basic
in what follows.

Proposition 1 let f : (B, g) -> U C (iV, fc) be an itomttrie immertio* of a compact
manifold B «i(A boundary M into an EimUin manifold vitX tcalar c*rvat*r* R. Let X *e
a poeitive almoit conformal vector field on U and Aim B » 6imN = n > 5, Aitume that
the scalar curvature, L, of the boundary M u a constant tatitfying

(P) 2

Then the following itoperimetric inm/tatity koldi:

Proof Since 5 has codimension 0 in JV, (2.1) becomes

0 = *Vfr - £ iixM*(*)*(JCi))

r>om(2.3) and the definition of almost conformal vector field

di«,IV < nb

and therefore applying Stokes* theorem and the definition of W

(2.2)

(2.3)

L (2.4)

where v^ a the outward unit normal to hi in B. Without loss of generality we can
assume that on M the local frame {Jf,} is inch that Xn = I'M and coherently agrees with
orientation. Indicating with / the restriction of / to M the coefficients, A,,; of the second
fundamental tensor II of / will therefore be given by

so that the mean curvature function X is

Define the vector Geld K on W by setting:

FVom the above definition and the fact that

{Luh){V, Z) = h{VvU, Z) + h{VzV, V)

we have

k{Xh

n - l

where with Rieta we have indicated the Ricci tensor of the manifold AT. Thus from the
properties of the almost conformal vector field X we have

(2.8)

- (n -

- £ h{Xh dfW)RiccidflXJ, 4f(Xi)) + (n - l)(a - (n -
131

On the other hand from Gauss' equation

L = ( n - l)aXa - | / / p + i? - 2JK«w(i<r{XJ1 df(Xn))

so that (2.6) becomes

> h{Xf, df(vu)){R ~ 2RiccN(df(Xn), df(Xn)) - £}

Integrating on M and applying Stokes' theorem

(2-7)



[ ~R + 2Riccx(df(Xn),

Under the assumption that N u Einstein (2.8) reduces to

-(» - 1){(» - 1)* " «} / XWi < f U~ —a
Jhl Jitv n

Since L is constant from (2.4), (2.9) we obtain

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

Using Newton's inequality on the second symmetric elementary function (n - l)3X3 - \II\3

of the second fundamental form we have

(equality holding at p e M if and only if p is an umbilical point). From (P) and the above
inequality we see that M never vanishes so that without loss of generality we can assume
M < 0 and we deduce

h - ^Z1R\ * 7{n - 2)1/3(-J0 (2.11)

Therefore from (2.10) and (P) we obtain

In - l)l/3{(n - 1)* - o}V(M) < nt(n - 2)1/3 U - — J i j ^ V l B )

that b, (2.2).//

Remark In the assumptions of the proposition if equality holds in (2,2) then
/|W : M —> JV is totally umbilical. This latter is equivalent to equality in (2.2) in case X
is a homothetic vector field.

Proof of Theorem 3 From Proposition 1 we have that inequality (2.2) ii satisfied
and because of the above remark it will be enough to prove the reverse inequality. The
following is based on an idea of Rieliy JRR2]. First recall the following formula of [RR2j.
Let t : B -» R be a smooth function and denote z = t/u, u = - f ^ ( t ) . Then

{(At)2 - IHess f M{-

+ f

2nAz + |-(n - , Vz),

(2.12)

where the Lapiace-Beltrami operators and the gradients have to be considered on the
appropriate manifolds. Let now t be the solution of the PoUson problem

At = I on B, z = 0 on M

From Stokes' theorem we have

V(B) = / AtdV,. = - [ udVs
JB JM

On the other hand Schwari inequality (At)3 < n|Hess(0|3 and (2.12) give

(2.13)

(2.14)

with ^ ( 0 - | fB | VtfilV,, the energy of the map t: B -* R.

Now (2.11) together with (2.13) and Holder's inequality implies

and putting thb latter into (2.14) yields:

V(B) (Z - —R)112 V(B)3 1R
n ~ (n - l)"/a(n - 2) l/a V(M) + n(n - :

From this, in the remaining assumptions of theorem 2, one verifies the desired inequality.//

Proof of Theorem t We first recall that Croke in JC], established the following
boperimetric inequality

(2.15)

(2.18)

Setting V(B) = ±un-i A, for some positive constant A, (2.15), gives

where C = C(B, M). From (2.2) of Proposition 1 since B > 0 we have

K»-D>—P n-
n - 2 V(B)3 ~

and therefore

B - 2

Using (2.16) we that obtain



Multiplying both members ^ and applying again (2.1ft) we have

Observe now that sine* (M,f) is Einstein, by a mult of Obata JO2|, either (M,g) is
isometric to S"~l or g if the unique metric with constant scalar curvature in the confonnal
class [j], determined by j itself. This implies by results of Aubin [A| and Sehoen |S], that
LV{M) A , it the Yamabe constant associated to (Af,[J]). As such it always satisfies

^ < („ - (2.18)

with equality holding if and only if (M, g) is conformally diffeomorphic to the standard
sphere of JT+1 , [S]. The result now follows from (2.1T) and (2.18). / /

Remark In the assumptions of Theorem 2 the fact that
umbilical implies that § is Einstein if and only if the tensor

: M -* N is totally

X, ¥ vector fields on M, is a multiple of the metric g. This is the case if jV has constant
sectional curvature. t

Before proving Theorem 1 we recall the following local Euclidean analogue of
Obata's characterisation of the sphere, [01], due to Reilly [RR2],

Lemma A Let (B, h) be a compact manifold admitting a function v : B —t E and a
non xero constant A such that

i) Hess(u) = kh

H) v!u ii constant.

Then B it isometric to a (metric) ball in tt".

Theorem 1 will immediately follow from

Theorem 4 Let f : {B,g) —» U C (N, A) be an isometric immertion of a com-
pact manifold B with boundary M into an open tet U C N tupportinf a potitive almost
conformal vector field X. Assume that N it Einstein with scalar curvature R and that
f\M : M —• JV has constant mean curvature. Consider the solution t of the Poitton prob-
lem

At = (£)* on B, t/u =0
b

If t satisfies the condition

>-~- a{n-l)V[B) (2.19)

vitk E[t) the «n«rjy oft, then B it itomttrk to a metric ball in R".

Proof Again the argument is modelled on Reilly [RR2], First using (2.12), the fact

that iV is Einstein, the constancy of the mean curvature X and Newton's inequality

we have

\V(S) = f {AtfdV, > - ? - /
b JB »-l /j

I 3 } ^ = -nX f
Jit

On the other hand from Holder's inequality and Stokes' theorem

-L
while integrating (2.1) we obtain

that together with (2.4) gives

-X f

Therefore

V{M) < -n-XV(B)

-nXJ u'1dVii>^

Comparing with (2.21) we have

V(B) > \

(2.20)

(2.21)

( 2-2 2 )

(2.23)

(2.24)

Thus if (2.19) is satisfied we have equality in (2.24) and therefore in (2.21), consequently
equality holds in (2.20). But this latter cue holds if and only if Hess (t) is a nonzero (since t

is the solution of problem [P)) constant multiple of the metric. This together with Lemma
A completes the proof of the theorem. / /
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